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Efficient algorithms for the matroid intersection problem, both car-
dinality and weighted versions, are presented. The algorithm for
weighted intersection works by scaling the weights. The cardinality
algorithm is a special case, but takes advantage of greater structure.
Efficiency of the algorithms is illustrated by several implementations on
linear matroids. Consider a linear matroid with m elements and rank n.
Assume all element weights are integers of magnitude at most N. Our
fastest algorithms use time O(mn1.77 log(nN)) and O(mn1.62) for
weighted and unweighted intersection, respectively; this improves the
previous best bounds, O(mn2.4) and O(mn2 log n), respectively.
Corresponding improvements are given for several applications of
matroid intersection to numerical computation and dynamic systems.
] 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The matroid intersection problem is interesting from a
theoretic point of view and because of its rich set of applica-
tions. Concerning theory, matroid intersection generalizes
bipartite graph matching; powerful duality results (e.g., the
Ko nigEgervary minimax theorem) generalize to matroids
(e.g., Edmonds’ matroid intersection theorem) [L]. Concer-
ning applications, matroid intersectioncan beusedto analyze
continuous systems arising in electrical networks, elastic
structures, and chemical processing plants. The analysis is
attractive because problems that might naturally be solved by
numerical computation, subject to rounding error and inac-
curacies in the data, are replaced by discrete calculations,
which are more efficient and relatively insensitive to these
numerical difficulties. Examples of such applications of
matroid intersection include solvability and dynamic degrees
of freedom of an electrical network [I] and their generaliza-
tion toarbitrary dynamicsystemsgovernedby lineardifferen-
tial equations [M87a]. (For electrical networks the matroids
tend to be graphic; for general systems they are linear.
Applications are discussed further in Section 5.)
This paper presents efficient algorithms for a number
of matroid intersection problems. The main algorithm is
for weighted matroid intersection. It is based on cost
scaling, generalizing recent work in matching [GaT87],
and network flow [GoT]. A special case is of this problem
is cardinality matroid intersection, and several improve-
ments are given for this case. The efficiency of our
intersection algorithms is illustrated by implementa-
tions on linear matroids. This is the broadest class of
matroids with efficient representations. (Implementations of
our general matroid algorithm on other matroids are given
in [GX].)
To state the specific results, assume that a linear matroid
is given consisting of m elements with dimension n. For
weighted intersection assume that all weights are integers at
most N in magnitude. We distinguish two types of
algorithms: those that use only naive procedures for
manipulating matrices (e.g., the simple O(n3) algorithm for
matrix multiplication) and those that take advantage
of sophisticated procedures (e.g., the O(n2.4) multiplica-
tion algorithm of [CW]). Algorithms of the first type do
not have as good an asymptotic time bound. However, they
can be more practical than algorithms of the second type,
which have large constants hidden in the asymptotic
bounds.
The main previous contribution for linear matroids is the
cardinality intersection algorithm of Cunningham [Cu]. It
finds a maximum cardinality matching on a linear matroid
in time O(mn2 log n), using naive matrix manipulation. Our
naive algorithm for cardinality intersection is essentially the
same as Cunningham’s. Using fast matrix multiplication our
algorithm runs in time O(mn1.62).
For the weighted problem, our naive algorithm finds a max-
imum weight perfect matching in time O(mn2 log n log(nN)).
This bound is just a factor log(nN) more than Cunningham’s
bound for the simpler problem without weights. Using fact
matrix multiplication our algorithm runs in time O(mn1.77
log(nN)). The previous best bound for this problem is
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achieved by Frank’s algorithm [F] (and a number of similar
algorithms). This gives time O(mn3) using naive multiplica-
tion and O(mn2.4) using fast multiplication. Frank’s algo-
rithm has the theoretic advantage that the time bound is
strongly polynomial. (Advantages and disadvantages of
strong polynomial algorithms compared to scaling algo-
rithms are discussed in [G, GoT].)
It is interesting to compare our results with recent scaling
algorithms for minimum cost network flow [GoT], the
assignment problem [GaT87], minimum weight matching
[GaT88], and others. These papers present scaling algo-
rithms with a time bound for the weighted problem that is
essentially within a factor log(nN) of the best-known bound
for the (simpler) cardinality problem. As mentioned, this is
also the case for our weighted matroid intersection algo-
rithm using naive multiplication. However, using fast multi-
plication there is a much larger gap between our bounds for
weighted and cardinality problems, about n0.15. We leave
open the problem of closing this gap, or making other
improvements to our algorithms.
The rest of this section gives some terminology and
notation; then it sketches Frank’s algorithm for weighted
matroid intersection [F]. Our algorithm uses several
ideas of this algorithm. Section 2 presents our algorithm
for weighted matroid intersection, on general matroids.
Section 3 gives the algorithm for cardinality matching,
plus other extensions of the weighted algorithm. Section 4
gives implementations of the matching algorithms
on linear matroids. Section 5 sketches the extensions
to related problems such as independent assignment
and linking (definitions of these problems are in
Section 5). It concludes by giving a number of applica-
tions to problems in numerical computation and dynamic
systems.
If S is a set and e an element, S+e denotes S _ [e] and
S&e denotes S&[e]. The symmetric difference of sets S
and T is denoted ST. We use interval notation for sets of
integers: for integers i and j, [i . . j]=[k | k is an integer,
ik j], [i . . j)=[k | k is an integer, ik< j], etc. The log
function denotes logarithm base two. We use the following
convention to sum the values of a function: If f is a real-
valued function defined on elements and S is a set of
elements, then f (S)= [ f (s) | s # S].
The algorithms for linear matroids do matrix multiplica-
tion. We could state the time bounds in terms of M(n), the
time to multiply two n_n matrices. Instead we use a slightly
less precise notation that has the advantage of simplifying
the algebra: We state the bounds in terms of |, a real value
satisfying M(n)=O(n2+|). Hence 0|1. The simple
algorithm for matrix multiplication gives |=1; |<0.376
using the algorithm of [CW], although this algorithm is not
practical.
Strictly speaking our time estimates do not take into
account the fact that the size of the numbers can grow
because of repeated matrix multiplications and inversions.
Hence the bounds either assume we are working over a
finite field, or the bounds count the number of arithmetic
operations.
I denotes the identity matrix. The dimension of this
matrix will be clear from context.
The reader is assumed familiar with the basic notions of
matroids (see, e.g., [A, L, W]). Let M be a matroid over a
set of elements E. The span of a set of elements S is denoted
sp(S). Suppose e is an element and B is a base. The notation
C(e, B) denotes the fundamental circuit of e in B if e  B, or
the fundamental cocircuit of e for B if e # B. (It will be clear
from context whether or not e # B.) On occasion we write
C(e, B, M) if the matroid M is not clear. If S and T are sets
of elements then ST denotes the matroid restricted to S
with T contracted. If M and N are matroids, their direct sum
is denoted M+N.
Let the element set E be partitioned into blocks of size
two called pairs. Thus each element e has a mate, denoted e ,
such that [e, e ] is a pair. (We usually drop brackets and
denote a pair as e, e .) A matching M is an independent set
of pairs, i.e., e # M if and only if e # M. A maximum car-
dinality matching has the greatest number of pairs possible.
A matching is perfect if it is a base of M. If w: E  R is a
function that assigns a real-valued weight to each element,
the weight of a set S of elements is defined as w(S)=
 [w(e) | e # S]. A maximum perfect matching is a perfect
matching that has the largest weight possible. Maximum
weight maximum cardinality matching is defined similarly. A
maximum weight matching is a matching with the largest
weight possible.
The above problems generalize the problem of matching
on graphs. This paper is concerned with the ‘‘bipartite’’
versions of these matching problems. Specifically, through-
out this paper the M is a direct sum of matroids, M=M0+
M1 , where Mi is a matroid on elements Ei , i=0, 1 (so
E=E0 _ E1) and every pair contains one element from each
matroid. The cardinality matroid intersection problem is to
find a maximum cardinality matching on such a matroid M.
The weighted matroid intersection problem is to find
either a maximum perfect matching, maximum weight max-
imum cardinality matching, or maximum weight matching,
on M.
The following notation is useful in the context of intersec-
tion problems. For any set of elements S and i # [0, 1], Si
denotes the set S & Ei . The parameters m and n denote the
number of elements in E and the rank of M, respectively,
unless stated otherwise.
1.1. Frank's Algorithm
This section sketches Frank’s matroid intersection algo-
rithm [F], which contains several fundamental concepts
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used in Section 2. We modify Frank’s algorithm slightly to
suit our purposes. (The main modification is using
‘‘singleton’’ elements.)
We take the basic problem to be finding a maximum per-
fect matching. Other variants of matroid intersection easily
reduce to perfect matching. For convenience assume the
given matroid has a perfect matching. (The algorithm is
easily modified to detect a matroid that does not have a
perfect matching.)
It is convenient for the algorithm to always work with a
base. To do this we introduce ‘‘singleton’’ elements. A
singleton is an element parallel to an element of E; it does
not have a mate. S denotes the set of singletons; S is disjoint
from the given elements E. If M is a matching, M denotes
the set M _ S. The algorithm maintains a set of singletons S
and a matching M so that M is a base for M.
Frank’s algorithm is a primal-dual algorithm in the
sense of linear programming [D]. There is a dual func-
tion x: E _ S  R; the dual value x(e) is sometimes called
the weight of e. Note that our notational convention for
functions implies the following: If T is a set of elements,
x(T)= [x(e) | e # T]. Thus for a pair e, e , x(e, e )=
x(e)+x(e ). Similarly if M is a matching, x(M)= [x(e) |
e # M].
The algorithm maintains the dual function to be feasible,
i.e., for every pair e, e ,
w(e, e )=x(e, e ).
Obviously a perfect matching M is maximum if there is a
feasible dual function x such that M is a maximum weight
base for M with respect to the weight function x. Recall that
a base B has maximum weight for weight function x if and
only if it is dominating, i.e.,
x(e)min[x( f ) | f # C(e, B)] for e  B.
The algorithm maintains x so it is feasible and M so it is
dominating for x. Hence when S=<, M is the desired
maximum perfect matching and the algorithm halts.
The algorithm repeatedly augments M to increase the
number of matched pairs by one. This is done as follows. A
swap (for M ) is an ordered pair of elements e, f such that
M [e, f ] is a base and either e # M 0 , f # E0&M , or
e # E1&M , f # M 1 ; furthermore, x(e)=x( f ). To execute
swap e, f means to change the current base M to
M [e, f ]. A weighted augmenting path (wap) for M is a
sequence of swaps
P=e 0 f0 f 0e1 e 1 f1 f 1 } } } fk f kek+1 .
More precisely P consists of pairs ei , e i # M, 0<ik,
singletons e 0 , ek+1 # M , and pairs fi , f i  M, 0ik, such
that for 0ik, e i , fi and f i , ei+1 are swaps for M ; further-
more, M P is a base. Note this base M P has one more
pair than M . The process of converting M to M P is called
augmenting the matching along P. This amounts to executing
the swaps of P.
Frank’s algorithm as presented in [F] uses a slightly
more restrictive definition of wap. It requires that P has no
‘‘shortcuts,’’ i.e., no swaps e i , fj or f i , ej+1 with j>i. The no-
shortcut condition implies that M P is a base, but the con-
dition is not necessary. All other algorithms for matroid
intersection (either weighted and cardinality intersection)
that we know of use the no-shortcut condition as part of the
definition of augmenting path (e.g., [Cu, GS85, L], and for
matroid partitioning [E, K, W]. The algorithm of this paper
weakens the no-shortcut condition to the condition that
M P is a base. We could not achieve the desired level of
efficiency using augmenting paths that have no shortcuts.
Frank’s algorithm finds a wap by doing a Hungarian
search (so-called because it generalizes the Hungarian
search of graph matching [L]. The input to the search is a
dominating base M with feasible dual function x. The out-
put is a new feasible dual function for which M is still
dominating and there is a wap.
The Hungarian search works by growing a forest F
whose nodes are elements of M . Recall that by our nota-
tional convention, Fi denotes the elements of F in Ei . Call
an element in F even or odd, depending on its level. (A root
of a search tree of F is on level zero and so is even.) The
roots of F are the singletons of M 0 . If e is an even element,
each of its children f gives a swap e, f . If e is an odd element
that is not a singleton of M 1 then e has one child, e . If e is
an odd element that is a singleton of M 1 then F contains a
wap (and the search is done).
The Hungarian search starts with a forest F consisting of
roots, all the singletons of M 0 . It repeatedly does a ‘‘grow
step’’ followed by a ‘‘dual adjustment step,’’ until F con-
tains a wap. A grow step adds elements to F until it is
maximal. For an element e define
=(e)=if e # E0 then &1 else 1.
A dual adjustment step calculates a positive quantity $, and
then increases the duals of all elements e # F by =(e)$. The
dual adjustment quantity $ is chosen as large as possible to
keep M dominating. This ensures that there is a new swap,
allowing an element to be added to the forest in the following
grow step.
The Hungarian search stops when F contains a wap P.
Then the algorithm does an augment step, which changes
the matching to MP and deletes the singletons of P from
S. Hence the new set M =M _ S is a base.
To summarize, the following algorithm finds a maximum
perfect matching. The input is a base of singletons S and a
feasible dual function x, such that S is dominating for x.
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The algorithm repeatedly does a Hungarian search to find
a wap P, and then it augments the matching. The algorithm
halts when the matching is perfect.
2. WEIGHTED INTERSECTION ALGORITHM
This section presents the algorithm for weighted inter-
section on general matroids, along with its analysis. We
state our algorithm for the problem of maximum perfect
matching. In addition we assume that the matroid has a
perfect matching. The other versions of weighted matroid
intersection easily reduce to this problem, with no loss in
asymptotic efficiency. For instance, consider the problem of
finding a maximum weight matching on a matroid M. It
reduces to maximum perfect matching on a matroid N, con-
structed as follows. Start with M and also M$, a copy of M
(with the same pairs). In both M and M$, create a copy of
each element. Pair each new element of M with its copy
(also new) in M$. Each such pair has weight zero. If M
is the direct sum M0+M1 then N is the direct sum,
(M0+M$1)+(M1+M$0), and each pair has one element in
both summands. Further, it is easy to see that a matching of
M corresponds to a perfect matching of N having twice the
weight. A similar reduction holds for maximum weight
maximum cardinality matching, the only difference being
that in N pairs consisting of two copies of an element have
weight &nN, instead of zero (here n is the sum of the ranks
of Mi).
A one-feasible matching consists of a matching M, with
singleton set S giving base M =M _ S, plus a dual function
x: E _ S  Z (Z denotes the integers), such that
x(e, e )w(e, e )&1, for e, e  M; (1a)
x(e, e )=w(e, e ), for e, e # M; (1b)
x(e)min[x( f ) | f # C(e, M )], for e  M . (1c)
(Condition (1c) is that M is dominating for x; we repeat the
definition of dominance for convenience.) A one-optimal
matching M is a one-feasible perfect matching. We denote a
one-feasible matching as M, x, or M if the dual function is
understood.
This definition generalizes one-optimality for the assign-
ment problem as defined in [GaT87]. The following
fundamental property also generalizes [GaT87].
Lemma 2.1. If some integer k>n divides each weight
w(e, e ) evenly, then any one-optimal matching is a maximum
perfect matching.
Proof. Let M be a one-optimal matching and P any per-
fect matching. Dominance implies that M is a maximum
weight base for the weight function x. Hence w(M)=
x(M)x(P)w(P)&n. Since w(M) and w(P) are both
multiples of k, this implies w(M)w(P) as desired. K
This lemma is the basis for the main routine of the algo-
rithm. It scales the weights. The routine starts by computing
a new weight w (e, e ) for each pair e, e , equal to n+1 times
the given weight. Consider each w (e, e ) to be a signed binary
number \b1b2 } } } bk of k=wlog(n+1)Nx+1 bits. The
routine maintains a variable w(e, e ) for each pair e, e , equal
to its weight in the current scale. The routine initializes each
w(e, e ) to 0, each dual x(e) to 0, and M to an arbitrary
perfect matching. Then it executes the following loop for
index s going from 1 to k:
Double step. For each element e # M, create a singleton
e$ parallel to e, and set x(e$)  x(e). Let S be the set of all
such singletons. For each pair e, e , set w(e, e )  2w(e, e )+
(signed bit bs of w (e, e )). For each element e # E _ S, set
x(e)  2x(e)+1.
Match step. Call the match routine with the one-feasible
matching <, x to find a one-optimal matching M, x for
weights w.
The main routine is correct, since Lemma 2.1 implies
that it halts with a maximum perfect matching, assuming
the match routine operates as described in the Match step.
Note that as claimed, the empty matching with dual func-
tion x is one-feasible. This follows from the Double step.
(Also note that the match routine described below even-
tually deletes all of the singletons created in the Double
step.)
Each iteration of the main routine is called a scale. There
are O(log(nN)) scales.
Now we describe the match routine. It works by
repeatedly finding and augmenting a wap. Its efficiency
stems from two closely related ideas which we now pre-
sent.
The first idea is to use short augmenting paths. To
achieve this we add one more requirement to the defini-
tion of wap (as already given in Section 1.1). Define the
weight-length of a pair e, e with respect to a matching M
to be
wl(e, e )=w(e, e )+(if e  M then &1 else 0).
A pair e, e is eligible if x(e, e )=wl(e, e ). For instance, any
matched pair is eligible. We add to the definition of wap the
requirement that every pair is eligible. We shall see
(Lemma 2.4) that this produces short augmenting paths.
(Further intuition for this definition can be found in
[GaT87].)
The second idea is to find the augmenting paths in
batches. By this we mean that as many waps as possible are
found and augmented, before doing a Hungarian search to
create new waps. The details of this idea are given below.
The following match routine is called with a set of
singletons S and a dual function x such that the empty
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matching is one-feasible (see the Match step of the main
routine).
Procedure match. Initialize the matching M to <.
Then repeat the following until the Search step returns with
the desired matching:
Augment step. Repeat the following until M does not
have a wap: Find a wap P. For each e # (P0 & M) _
(P1&M ) (i.e., e is not a singleton and it is the first element
of a swap of P) increase x(e) by =(e). Augment M along P.
Delete the two singletons of P from S.
Search step. If M is perfect then return the one-
optimal matching M, x. Otherwise do a Hungarian search
to adjust the duals, maintaining one-feasibility, and find a
wap.
To analyze the match routine, first observe that it is
correct, for the following reasons: The Augment step pre-
serves one-feasibility, as proved below in Lemma 2.6(b).
(Clearly the changes to the duals maintain the one-
feasibility relations (1a)(1b).) It will be obvious that the
Hungarian search preserves one-feasibility. If M is not a
perfect matching, the Hungarian search creates a wap.
Hence the algorithm eventually returns with a one-optimal
matching.
Before giving the implementation of the two steps of
match we derive some properties that are useful for ana-
lyzing the running time. These properties are similar to
[GaT87]. The properties depend only on the details of
match presented so far and also the following basic proper-
ties that we shall see.
The Hungarian search is essentially the same as in
Frank’s algorithm (Section 1.1). The main modification is
that the search forest F only contains eligible edges. At any
point in the algorithm define
2=the sum of all dual adjustment quantities $ in all
Hungarian searches so far;
S=the current singleton set;
_=|S0 |;
x=the current dual function.
We use a subscript of ‘‘minus’’ to refer to the time that match
begins, so x& denotes the dual function on entry to match,
etc. For a singleton s # S0 , every dual adjustment of every
Hungarian search decreases x(s); for s # S1 no dual adjust-
ment changes x(s). Hence for s # S,
x(s)=x&(s)&(if s # S0 then 2 else 0). (2)
(Although the Augment step changes duals, it does not
change duals of singleton elements, so it preserves (2).)
Finally we will show that because the Augment step finds as
many waps as possible, each Hungarian search adjusts the
duals by at least one (Lemma 2.7).
Lemma 2.2. At any point in the execution of match,
_25n.
Proof. Let w be the weight function of the current scale
and M the current matching (so M =M _ S). Let M& be
the one-optimal matching of the previous scale (or in the
first scale, the initial matching). It suffices to prove that
w(M&)&nx(M )w(M&)+4n&_2,
since the lemma follows by rearranging these inequalities.
The left inequality follows from the one-feasibility of
M, x: x(M )x(M&)w(M&)&n.
To prove the right inequality, observe several inequal-
ities: x(M)=w(M)x&(M)+n, by the one-feasibility of
<, x& . x(S)=x&(S)&_2, by (2). The one-optimality of
M& in the previous scale and the Double step imply that
x&(M )x&(M&), x&(M&)w(M&)+3n. Combining
these and using M =M _ S gives the desired inequality:
x(M )(x&(M)+n)+(x&(S)&_2)x&(M&)+n&_2
w(M&)+4n&_2. K
Lemma 2.3. There are at most 2 - 5n+1 iterations of
the loop of match.
Proof. Each execution of the Augment step (except
possibly the first) augments along at least one wap, because
of the preceding Hungarian search. Hence at most - 5n
iterations start with _- 5n. From Lemma 2.2, _- 5n
implies that 2- 5n. As already remarked we will show
(Lemma 2.7) that each Hungarian search increases 2 by at
least one. Thus at most - 5n+1 iterations start with
2- 5n. K
The next property shows that the algorithm finds short
augmenting paths. Define
A=the total length of all augmenting paths found
by match.
Lemma 2.4. A=O(n log n).
Proof. Consider an augment done by match. Let M be
the matching before the augment, M$ the matching after, P
the wap, and l its length (measured as its number of
unmatched pairs). Let wl denote the weight-length function
with respect to M. Observe that P&M and P & M are both
sets consisting entirely of pairs. Define the quantity
W=wl(P&M )&wl(P & M).
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Consider the quantity  W, where the summation is taken
over all waps found by match. We estimate  W in two
different ways.
The definition of weight-length implies W=w(P&M )&
l&w(P & M)=w(M$)&w(M)&l. Summing gives  W=
w(Mn)&w(M0)&A, where Mn is the final matching and
M0 is the initial matching. The relations M0=< and
w(Mn)x&(S&)+n imply our first estimate,
: Wx&(S&)+n&A.
When the wap P is found, let x denote the dual function and
let 2 denote its current value. Let P contain singletons, si # Si ,
i=0, 1. Since the swaps of P are eligible, W=x(P&M )&
x(P & M)=x(s0)+x(s1). Hence by (2),
: W=x&(S&)&: 2,
where the second summation is over the values of 2 for each
wap.
Combining the two relations for  W shows An+ 2.
Lemma 2.2 shows that for the i th wap found,
25n(n&i+1). Hence  2=O(n log n). This gives the
desired bound on A. K
Now we discuss the details of the Augment step. The
main issue in implementing the batching of the Augment
step is that each swap of an augment can change the valid
swaps. Thus care must be taken to ensure that each wap
gives a valid augment. We use a ‘‘topological numbering’’
of the elements to guide the search for a wap. This num-
bering is based on an ‘‘acyclic’’ property of swaps that is
similar to [GoT, GaT87]. However, it seems that on
general matroids, the acyclic property cannot be main-
tained without explicitly maintaining the topological num-
bering.
Define a (topological) numbering to be a function
t: E _ S  N (N denotes the natural numbers) with these
properties:
(i) any swap e, f has t(e)t( f );
(ii) any pair e0 , e1 with ei # Ei has t(e0)>t(e1) if and
only if e0 , e1  M.
(The name is motivated by the fact that t is essentially a
topological numbering of the directed graph whose edges
are swaps e, f .) Subsequent sections also use a slight
extension of this definition to handle problems other than
weighted intersection: A pair e0 , e1 that is not eligible
need not satisfy (ii). This section mentions any slight
modifications to the algorithm and proofs needed for
this more general definition. The reader may ignore
this issue until subsequent sections, if he or she
desires.
The definition of topological order implies that t
decreases along a wap P, in the following sense: for i=0
or 1, if e, f and g, h are swaps in Pi with e, f preceding
g, h, then t( f )>t( g). (Note that the algorithm can use a
slightly simpler definition of topological number: any
swap e, f has t(e)>t( f ) and two elements g, h have
t( g)=t(h) if and only if g, h is a pair. The resulting algo-
rithm is similar to that given below. The definition used
here simplifies the more general intersection algorithms of
Section 5.)
The match routine maintains a topological numbering
(that changes as the valid swaps change). The initial
numbering is t(e)=if e # E0 then 1 else 0. Thereafter t is
maintained by the Augment and Search steps.
Now we give the main property of topological numberings.
It enables the algorithm to search for a wap without actually
executing any swaps. (Recall the definition of ‘‘executing a
swap’’ from Section 1.) Assume the matching is one-feasible
and there is a valid topological numbering. Let g, h be an
arbitrary swap.
Lemma 2.5. Executing a swap g, h does not create or
destroy a swap of the form e, f , where t(e)<t(h).
Proof. The following notation is convenient. Let e, f be
two elements, exactly one of which is in M . Write
[e, f ]=[be , ne], where be # M and ne  M (‘‘b ’’ and ‘‘n ’’
stand for ‘‘basic’’ and ‘‘nonbasic,’’ respectively). Let Ce be
the fundamental circuit of ne immediately before swap g, h
is executed. For example, this defines bg , ng , and Cg ;
furthermore, bg # Cg .
Suppose that when swap g, h is executed, e, f changes
from a valid swap to invalid or vice versa. Both possibilities
imply that
bg # Ce , be # Cg , x(e)=x( f ).
By one-feasibility, x(bg)x(ne) and x(be)x(ng). Thus
x(e)=x( f )=x( g)=x(h). This implies that e, h is a valid
swap (before g, h). Hence t(e)t(h), as desired. K
We note a useful consequence of this argument. The proof
shows that if e, f changes from a valid to invalid swap or
vice versa, then e, h is a valid swap immediately before g, h
is executed. Similarly g, f is a valid swap immediately before
g, h is executed.
The Augment step uses a variant of the dynamic-base
cycle and cocycle problems introduced in [GS]. We state
the Augment step in terms of a strong version of these
problems. Section 3 gives two weaker versions of the
problems that can be used.
The problems are defined on a matroid where an initial
base is given, along with two functions x, t: E _ S  Z. (In
our application x and t are the dual function and topologi-
cal numbering, respectively.) The dynamic-base cycle
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problem is to process a sequence of intermixed operations
c(e) and update(e, f ). The operation update(e, f ) changes
the current base B to B&e+ f . (Hence the operation
requires e # B, f  B, and e # C( f , B). In our application
update is used to execute a swap.) The operation c(e) out-
puts an element f # C(e, B), where B is the current base,
e  B, and f is an element with maximum value t( f ) subject
to the restrictions that x( f )=x(e) and f has not been pre-
viously output in any other c operation of the sequence. By
definition, a given element f is output at most once in the
entire sequence of operations. If c(e) is executed and no such
f exists, the operation returns <. The dynamic-base cocycle
problem is defined similarly, with operations update(e, f )
and c(e) (for element e # B). The operation c(e) still returns
the maximum element of C(e, B); the only difference is that
now C(e, B) is a cocycle.
The Augment step does a depth-first search to find a max-
imal sequence of waps P. It uses the following data struc-
tures. A stack represents the path P that eventually becomes
the wap. The dynamic cocycle operations are used on
matroid M0 and dynamic cycle operations on M1 . A
variable T gives the currently largest topological number.
The Augment step works by examining each singleton
s # S0 . For each s it initializes path P to contain s. Then it
executes the following steps, until either the Deadend step
discovers that no wap from s exists or the Complete step
augments the matching.
Scan step. Let e be the last element in P. Set f to the ele-
ment returned by c(e). (For e # Ei , c(e) is a dynamic cocycle
operation if i=0 and a dynamic cycle operation if i=1. In
either case f # C(e, M ).) If f =< then go to the Deadend
step. If f is a singleton then add f to the end of P (now P is
a wap) and go to the Complete step. Otherwise (the mate f
exists) if f , f is eligible, add f , f to the end of P; if f , f is not
eligible decrease x( f ) by one; in both cases go to the Scan
step.
Deadend step. If e is a singleton (i.e., e=s) stop (no wap
from s exists). Otherwise (P ends with the pair e , e) for g=e
and e, delete g from P and increase x( g) by =( g); then set
t(e)  T, t(e )  T+1, T  t(e ) and go to the Scan step.
Complete step. For each e # (P0 & M) _ (P1&M ) (i.e., e
is not a singleton and is the first element of a swap of P)
increase x(e) by =(e) and set t(e)  t(e )+1. Augment M
along P. (Execute each swap of P using the dynamic update
routine.) Delete the two singletons of P from S. (This is
essentially the procedure of the Augment step of match.)
Stop.
A minor addition to the algorithm is needed if we use the
extended definition of topological numbering for Section 5:
If the Scan step decreases x( f ) it also assigns t( f ) and T the
value T+1, to ensure property (ii).
Now we prove that this implementation of the Augment
step is correct. The main step is the following lemma, which
shows that the algorithm maintains the desired structure.
We first make some preliminary observations. Outside of
the Complete step topological numbers decrease along P, in
the sense noted above. In the Complete step topological
numbers of pairs e, e are set in accordance with the defini-
tion. Any element f has its dual changed at most once in the
entire Augment step (since the dynamic c operation outputs
f at most once). In part (a) below we say that a dual variable
‘‘has changed’’ if it has changed during the Augment step.
Conditions (1a) and (1b) are clearly preserved by Augment
step: The Scan step only decreases a dual if (1a) is satisfied
with strict inequality; the Deadend step does not change any
sum x(e, e ); the Complete step makes x(e, e )=wl(e, e )
(after the argument) for any pair in P.
Lemma 2.6. The following properties hold throughout the
Augment step:
(a) If e, f is a valid swap and x( f ) has changed, then x(e)
has changed.
(b) The dominance property (1c) always holds.
(c) The topological numbering is valid.
(d) Any augment results in a valid matching.
Proof. We prove the assertions by induction on the
number of steps executed. We consider a Scan step,
Deadend step, and Complete step in turn. A Scan step can
only decrease the dual of an element in E0&M . Clearly this
preserves (a)(d).
Consider a Deadend step. We must verify parts (a)(c).
The Deadend step removes the pair e , e from P, where e is
the second element of a swap of P. First consider e . After
x(e ) is changed, no valid swap involves e . Thus (a) and (c)
are vacuous for swaps involving e , and dominance (b) holds
for e .
Next consider e. We first show that immediately before
x(e) is changed, there are no valid swaps e, f . For the sake
of contradiction assume e, f is valid. Since c(e) returned <
in the Deadend step, f has already been output. Since e is the
last element in P and t(e)t( f ), f is not in P. Hence either
f was never added to P or f was removed from P. In the first
case, the Scan step changes x( f ). In the second case, the
Deadend or Complete step changes x( f ). (If f was removed
in a Complete step that augmented along a wap Q, f
changed from matched to unmatched or vice versa, and so
f was first in a swap of Q.) Hence (a) (which is true by induc-
tion) implies that x(e) has already changed. This is the
desired contradiction.
The preceding observation implies that when the
Deadend step changes x(e), dominance (b) is preserved.
Since t(e) is changed to the largest topological number (c)
holds. Obviously the conclusion of (a) becomes true. (N.B.
The change to x(e) can create valid swaps e, f : swaps that
became invalid when x( f ) was changed in the Augment
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step, or entirely new swaps if x( f ) was never changed.) We
conclude that the Deadend step works as desired.
Now consider a Complete step. It is convenient to assume
that the Complete step processes the swaps of P in order.
More precisely, the swaps g, h of P are executed in left-to-
right order, and the dual x( g) is changed immediately after
the swap.
We first verify (d). This amounts to showing that after
executing a swap g, h in P, any subsequent swap e, f in P is
still valid. This follows from Lemma 2.5.
Next we verify (a) and (c). Let e, f be a swap that is valid
after swap g, h is executed. We first show (a) and (c) in the
case that [e, f ] & [ g, h]=<. Clearly we can assume that
e, f is a swap that gets created when g, h is executed. From
Lemma 2.5 t(e)t(h), and as noted after the proof, before
g, h is executed, swaps e, h and g, f are valid.
Since g, f is valid and x( g) has not changed, (a) shows
that x( f ) has not changed. This implies that (a) is vacuous
for e, f . It also implies that f has not been processed in a
Scan, Deadend, or Complete step (for the latter note that f
would have been the first element of a swap). Thus when the
dynamic operation c( g) outputs h, f has not been output.
Furthermore, swap g, f is valid at that time. (To see this
observe that the only swaps that are executed between when
h is output and when g, h is executed are the swaps k, l
preceding g, h in P. We can assume t(l)>t( g), so these
swaps do not affect the validity of g, f , by Lemma 2.5.) The
definition of the dynamic c operation now shows t(h)t( f ).
Also since e, h is valid, t(e)t(h). These inequalities show
t(e)t( f ), as desired for (c).
Now we show (a) and (c) in the second case, when a new
swap involves g or h. The Complete step changes x( g) so
that g is not in any valid swap. So consider a new swap h, k.
Observe that before g, h is executed, k is in g ’s fundamental
circuit (cocircuit). Hence g, k is a swap. Since x( g) has not
changed, (a) shows that x(k) has not changed. This implies
that (a) is vacuous for swap h, k. It also implies that
t(h)t(k) (examining the dynamic operation c( g) as
above). This gives (c).
It remains to verify (b). It suffices to consider an element
e whose fundamental cycle is changed by the swap g, h. The
argument is similar to the above and so it is omitted. K
Lemma 2.7. Each Hungarian search increases 2 by at
least one.
Proof. It suffices to show that at the end of an Augment
step, no remaining singleton s has a valid swap s, f . We first
show this holds when the Deadend step deletes s from P. At
this point the dynamic operation c(s) returns <. Hence if
there is a valid swap s, f then f has been output. Hence x( f )
has changed in the Augment step. Thus (a) implies that x(s)
has changed, a contradiction.
A valid swap s, f is not created in a Scan or Deadend step,
which can only decrease x( f ). Similarly the remark after
Lemma 2.5 shows that s, f is not created in a Complete step
(if executing swap g, h creates s, f , then s, h is valid before
the swap). K
This concludes the proof that the Augment step is
correct. We turn to the Hungarian search (in the Search
step). It grows a forest F of singletons, eligible pairs, and
unmatched elements of E0 . F has similar structure to the
search forest of Frank’s algorithm, with one main change:
A pair e, e is in F only if it is eligible. Thus if e, e is unmatched
and ineligible, it is possible that e # F0 and e  F.
The search grows a maximal search forest F. If F cannot
be enlarged and yet no wap has been found, a dual adjust-
ment is done. This step calculates a dual adjustment quan-
tity $; then it increases each dual x(e), e # F, by =(e)$. $ is
chosen so that the new dual function is one-feasible and has
a new valid swap or eligible pair, so F can be enlarged.
More precisely to define $ first define a quantity $( f ) for
elements f  F: For f # (E0&M&F) _ (M1&F), $( f )=
min[ |x(e)&x( f )| | e # C( f , M ) & F]. For f # E1&M&F
and f # F, $( f )=x( f , f )&w( f , f )+1. Define $ as the
smallest of all these quantities $( f ).
The Hungarian search alternates between grow steps and
dual adjustments. Eventually the desired wap is found.
In general the difficulty in implementing the Hungarian
search is performing the dual adjustment. This leads to
more elaborate organizations for the Hungarian search (see
[GX]). However, for linear matroids the Augment step
seems to dominate the time; this is true for the algorithms of
this paper. Hence the above simple organization for the
Hungarian search suffices for our purposes.
It remains to specify how the Hungarian search maintains
the topological numbering. Suppose the search has a valid
numbering t, and then it does a dual adjustment. We define
the new numbering by specifying the relative order of all
elements. Let F be the search forest before the dual adjust-
ment. For any element e let s(e)=(if e # F then 1 else 0).
Then the new ordering is determined by lexical order of the
values (s(e), t(e)).
To see that this rule is correct, first note that property (ii)
of topological numberings holds: If a pair e0 , e1 has
s(e0)=s(e1), (ii) follows from the same property for t. If
s(e0){s(e1), then e0 , e1  M, s(e0)=1 and s(e1)=0, so (ii)
again holds. To show property (i), consider a swap e, f that
is valid after the dual adjustment. If it became valid in the
dual adjustment then x(e) changed but x( f ) did not,
whence s(e)=1, s( f )=0, and (i) holds. On the other hand,
if e, f was a swap before the dual adjustment, (i) follows
from the same property for t, unless s(e)=0 and s( f )=1. In
this case x( f ) changes but x(e) does not. But then e, f is not
valid after the adjustment. Thus (i) always holds.
To implement the rule efficiently we extend it to the entire
Hungarian search. Let t be the topological numbering at the
start of a Hungarian search. Suppose the search does k dual
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adjustments. Assign each element e a value s(e) as follows.
If e is in the search forest F before the i th dual adjustment
but not earlier, then s(e)=&i (e.g., a singleton e # S0 has
s(e)=&1). Otherwise s(e)=&k&1. Then it is easy to see
that at the end of the Hungarian search the topological
order is given by lexical order of the values (s(e), t(e)). A
radix sort at the end of the Hungarian search can construct
a list of all elements in the new topological order, in O(m)
time.
We close the discussion of the Hungarian search with
some further implementation details. We show how to
calculate $ and how to adjust duals (by =(e)$). For the latter
we use offsets, as follows. When an element e is added to F,
its current dual value and the current value of 2 are saved
as x0(e) and 20(e), respectively. Then at any point in the
Hungarian search the current value of x(e) can be
calculated as
x(e)=x0(e)+(2&20(e)) =(e).
Hence all duals can be appropriately changed by simply
increasing the value of 2. At the end of the Hungarian
search all the duals x(e) are changed to their correct value
(using the above formula) in O(m) time.
Next we show how to calculate $. Lemma 2.2 shows that
25n. Each Hungarian search maintains an array
Q[1. .5n]. Each entry Q[d] points to a list of pairs of
elements p, c. For each such pair, c can be added to F as the
child of p if 2 reaches the value d and c is still not in F. To
find the next dual adjustment, the algorithm scans down Q
and chooses 2 as the smallest value whose list Q[2] gives
a grow step.
Pairs are added to Q as follows. Assume that routines are
available to compute fundamental cycles and cocycles.
Specifically for a given base B and an element e, a routine
cyc(e) returns the elements of C(e, B), which is the
fundamental cycle of e for e  B and the fundamental cocycle
for e # B. When a grow step adds an element e to F, the
routine cyc(e) is used to find the elements f of its fundamen-
tal cycle or cocycle. For each such f not in F, the quantity
d=|x0(e)&x( f )|+20(e) is calculated. If d5n then the
pair e, f is added to Q[d]. A similar calculation is done
when a grow step adds an element e but not e to F0 . (The
space for this data structure is O(mn).) This is easily reduced
to O(m): For each element c, maintain only the entry for c
that is on the list Q[d] with smallest index d. This is easy to
do if the lists of Q are doubly linked.)
To calculate the time associated with Q, note that one
Hungarian search adds O(nm) pairs to Q: an unmatched
element can be in n pairs and a matched element (or
singleton of S1) can be in m pairs. The algorithm spends
O(1) time on each pair. In addition it uses O(n) time
scanning down the Q array. Thus aside from the time for cyc
routines, the total time is O(nm).
Finally we discuss maintaining the topological num-
bering in the Augment step. An array t[1 . .m] is used to
store topological numbers. This allows topological numbers
t(e) to be accessed and changed in O(1) time. Note that if
all topological numbers are at most m at the start of an
Augment step, they are at most 2m at the end.
We conclude this section by estimating the time to find a
maximum perfect matching. First consider Augment steps.
Let td denote the time for all dynamic operations in all
Augment steps of one scale. It is easy to see that the time for
an Augment step is dominated by the time for the dynamic
operations. Hence the total time for Augment steps in one
scale is O(td). td can be described more precisely as follows.
There are O(- n) different sequences of dynamic operations
in all Augment steps. Each sequence does O(m) c opera-
tions: each operation c(e) either outputs an element or is the
last operation for e in the sequence. The sequences collec-
tively contain O(n log n) update operations. More precisely
after the d th sequence, the remaining updates occur as
O(nd) subsequences (each subsequence corresponding to a
wap). This follows from Lemma 2.2, since 2d after the
d th sequence.
Next consider Search steps. Let th denote the time to
execute one Hungarian search. Clearly the time for all
Search steps in one scale is O(- n th). For linear matroids a
good estimate of th is the following. Let tcyc denote the time
to execute a sequence of cyc operations, possibly outputting
every element’s fundamental cycle or cocycle. Then
th=O(nm+tcyc).
This follows since calculating dual adjustments and pro-
cessing Q takes O(nm) time.
We give two time bounds for the entire algorithm. The
first is for general matroids (for applications, see [GX]).
The second is oriented to linear matroids and is applied in
Section 4.
Theorem 2.1. The weighted matroid intersection
problem can be solved in time O((- n (m+th)+td)
log(nN)). The time is also O((- n (nm+tcyc)+td) log(nN)).
Proof. First consider maximum perfect matching. There
are log(nN) scales. In each scale various operations use time
O(m). (For example, the Double step of the main routine
uses time O(m): To create singletons, we can assume that
every element of E is given with a copy, which can be
used as a singleton.) In each scale the match routine does
O(- n) Augment and Search steps. The above discussion
shows that the time bound of the theorem applies to these
steps.
Next consider the other variants of weighted matching,
maximum weight maximum cardinality matching, and
maximum weight matching. They are solved using the
reductions at the start of this section. K
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3. CARDINALITY INTERSECTION ALGORITHM AND
OTHER EXTENSIONS
This section discusses the specialization of the weighted
intersection algorithm to maximum cardinality matching.
The cardinality algorithm is given and analyzed. Properties
that make it more efficient are discussed. Most of these
properties are proved in the context of the weighted inter-
section algorithm. Some of the properties are applied else-
where [GX] for efficient weighted intersection algorithms
on other matroids.
We begin by stating the algorithm for maximum car-
dinality matching. It is a specialization of the weighted
intersection algorithm. The given weight function w is taken
to be the zero function. Scaling is not needed for cardinality
matchingthe algorithm works in just one scale. It
initializes the singleton set S to an arbitrary base of M and
the dual function x to the zero function. Then it calls match.
The match routine works as before except for the halting
criterion: It halts when the Hungarian search fails to find a
wap.
This algorithm is correct for two reasons. First note that
the initialization makes the empty matching one-feasible
when match is called, as desired. Second, the halting
criterion is correct, i.e., match returns a maximum car-
dinality matching. This follows from a standard duality
argument: Suppose the algorithm halts with matching M
after growing a search forest F. Any unmatched pair e0 , e1
with ei # Ei is either in F, in which case e1 # sp(M1 & F),
or not in F, in which case e0 # sp(M0&F). Thus any
matching has at most |M1 & F|+|M0&F|=|M| elements,
as desired.
The timing analysis of this algorithm follows Section 2.
First define
+=the cardinality of a maximum matching;
r=the rank of M0 ;
_=|S0 |&(r&+).
Since +rn, the following result is stronger than
Lemma 2.2.
Lemma 3.1. At any point in the execution of match,
_2+.
Proof. Let M be the current matching, S the current
singleton set, and M& a maximum cardinality matching.
Add elements of M to M& to obtain a base B of M. Then
x(M )=x(S)=&|S0 | 2. Also x(M )x(B)&+&(r&+)2
(the last inequality follows since in each matroid Mi the
singletons have the smallest dual value). Combining gives
the desired inequality. K
The proofs of the remaining lemmas of Section 2 are
essentially unchanged. In Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4, ‘‘n ’’ can be
changed to ‘‘+.’’ This gives an analog of Theorem 2.1 for car-
dinality matching, with time bounds O(- + (m+th)+td)
and O(- + (nm+tcyc)+td). The algorithm can be made
even more efficient because of three properties related to the
dynamic operations, which we now derive.
Lemma 3.2. In any wap found in the cardinality matching
algorithm, each swap g, h has a distinct dual value x( g).
Proof. Consider a wap P found at a certain value of 2.
If g, h is a swap of P0 then the next swap of P has dual value
&x( g)&1, and the following swap (if it exists) has dual
value x( g)+1. Hence (2) of Section 2 implies that the dual
values of the swaps of P form the sequence x, &x&1,
x=&2, ..., &1. Note that the last swap is in M1 , with dual
value zero. There are no swaps after it, since singletons are
the only elements of M 1 with dual value zero. This follows
from the way the Complete step changed duals. The lemma
follows. K
Observe that the proof of the lemma implies the function
n+=x is a valid topological numbering. (Here we use the
extended definition of topological numbers, i.e., an ineligible
pair need not satisfy (ii).) If this numbering were used, the
algorithm would behave just as if there were no topological
numbers at all. We conclude that the algorithm works
correctly without topological numbers.
This gives the first simplification of the algorithm:
Topological numbers are not maintained. The dynamic
operation c(e) is defined to output an element f # C(e, B)
that has not been previously output and has x( f )=x(e).
The rest of this section derives properties of the weighted
matching algorithm; it will be obvious that the properties
also hold for the cardinality matching algorithm. These
properties combined with Lemma 3.2 give an efficient car-
dinality matching algorithm in Section 4. The weighted
matching algorithm of Section 4 could be improved by
using these properties, if one could develop an analog of
Lemma 3.2.
The main property is similar to Lemma 2.5: the portion
of C(e, M ) that is relevant for the operation c(e) is changed
by an operation update( g, h) only if x( g)=x(e). (A similar
property is used in [GS85] for cardinality matching.) The
next lemma proves a more general statement. For any set of
elements A and a set of integers S, define
AS=[a | a # A and x(a) # S at the start of
the Augment step].
Consider a sequence of swaps executed in the Augment step
that changes the matching from M to N. M and N can be
chosen at any point (even in the middle of a Complete step,
if desired). Consider an interval [l . .h]. Let B be the result
of starting with base M and executing only the swaps with
dual value in [l . .h], i.e., B=M (& . . l) _ (h . .) _ N [l . .h] .
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Lemma 3.3. B is a base. For any element e # E[l . .h] ,
C(e, N )[l . .h]=C(e, B)[l . .h] .
Proof. The first part of the lemma, the fact that B is a
base, follows from the second part, by an easy induction.
Hence it suffices to prove the second part.
Observe that the dual function at the start of the Augment
step is dominating throughout the Augment step. This
follows from Lemma 2.6(a). In the rest of the argument
‘‘dominance’’ refers to this dominance of the original dual
function.
Note that for any i, sp(M [i . .))=sp(N [i . .)). This
follows by an easy induction on the number of swaps, using
dominance.
Now consider elements e, f # E[l . .h] . By dominance,
f # C(e, N ) if and only if f # C(e, M (& . . l) _ N [l . .)). Since
sp(M (h . .))=sp(N (h . .)) the latter is true if and only if
f # C(e, M (& . . l) _ (h . .) _ N [l . .h]). The base in the last
expression is B, so the lemma follows. K
The lemma allows the dynamic operations to be sim-
plified, as follows: At the start of each Augment step, parti-
tion the elements into the sets Ex (here Ex stands for the
notation E[x]). Each such partition maintains a copy of the
base, Bx; this copy is modified by an operation update(e, f )
only if e, f # Ex . Thus each wap executes one update in each
set Ex , by Lemma 3.2. The dynamic operation c(e), where
x(e)=x, outputs an element f # C(e, Bx)x . Correctness of
this modification follows from the lemma with l=h=x.
The lemma allows us to avoid executing swaps during one
Augment step. We now generalize to avoid executing swaps
during a sequence of Augment and Search steps. Consider a
sequence of swaps changing M to N, that extends over a
number of Augment and Search steps. We construct the
base B as follows. In the above definition of AS , use dual
values x(a) at the start of the current Augment step. Choose
an initial interval [l . .h] so that h&l2(2N&2M), where
2M is the value of 2 when the matching is M and similarly
for 2N . After a Search step that increases 2 by $, assign
l  l+$, h  h&$. In the Augment step, modify B by
executing the swaps with (current) dual value in the
(current) interval [l . .h].
In the corollary below, all quantities are evaluated at the
current point in the algorithm.
Corollary 3.1. B is a base. For any element e # E[l . .h] ,
C(e, N )[l . .h]=C(e, B)[l . .h] .
Proof. As in the lemma it suffices to prove the second
part. We do this by induction (on the number of steps
executed in the algorithm). The inductive hypothesis makes
two assertions in addition to the second part of the lemma:
(i) N [l . .h]=B[l . .h] ; (ii) sp(N (h . .))=sp(B(h . .)).
Assume the inductive hypothesis holds after some
Augment step. Suppose the next Hungarian search adjusts
dual by $. Let l and h denote their value after they have been
modified by $. We first show that (i)(ii) hold at the start of
the next Augment step.
Equation (i) holds since before the Hungarian search
changed duals, N [l&$ . .h+$]=B[l&$ . .h+$] . Furthermore, a
dual value in [l . .h] at the start of the Augment step was
previously in [l&$ . .h+$]. (Even though the Augment
step changes duals, it is easy to see that no dual changes by
more than $ from the start of one Augment step to the next.)
Equation (ii) holds since before the Hungarian
search sp(N (h+$ . .))=sp(B(h+$ . .)) and N (h&$ . .h+$]=
B(h&$ . .h+$] , by induction. Furthermore, the set E(h . .) at
the start of the Augment step consists of the previous set
E(h+$ . .) plus a subset of the previous set E(h&$ . .h+$] .
It is easy to see that (i)(ii) are preserved throughout the
Augment step. These equations imply that for any
i # [l . .h+1], sp(N [i . .))=sp(B[i . .)).
Now consider elements e, f # E[l . .h] . Observe that f #
C(e, N ) if and only if f # C(e, B(& . . l) _ N [l . .)). This follows
from dominance and the fact that sp(N [l . .))=sp(B[l . .)).
Since sp(B(h . .))=sp(N (h . .)) the last membership holds if
and only if f # C(e, B(& . . l) _ (h . .) _ N [l . .h]). The base in the
last expression is B, so the corollary follows. K
The corollary allows us to execute a Hungarian search
knowing only a portion of each element’s fundamental cycle
or cocycle, as follows. Define a period of the algorithm to be
the time when 20221 , for some values 20 , 21 . At the
start of this period the algorithm computes all fundamental
cycles and cocycles. During the period the algorithm main-
tains only a portion of each fundamental cycle and cocycle.
Specifically for an element e not initially in the base, it
maintains the cycle C(e, M )[l . .h] for l=x(e)&(21&2),
h=x(e)+(21&2). This can be done by executing only the
swaps with dual value in [l . .h], by Corollary 3.1.
Fundamental cocycles are similar. Note that as long as a
Hungarian search keeps 2 within the period, the cyc opera-
tions can be executed correctly, knowing just the above
subsets of the fundamental cycles and cocycles.
We now summarize the time for the cardinality matching
algorithm. Define td and th as in Theorem 2.1. However, the
dynamic operations, and consequently td , can be simplified:
There are no topological numbers. If desired, an Augment
step can partition the elements into sets Ex , on which only
update operations for swaps with dual value x are executed.
Alternatively if desired, portions of the algorithm can be
declared periods, where again, only a subset of update
operations need be executed on each element.
Theorem 3.1. The cardinality matroid intersection
problem can be solved in time O(- + (m+th)+td). The time
is also O(- + (nm+tcyc)+td).
We close this section by noting that Lemma 3.3 can be
used to modify the weighted matching algorithm and make
it more efficient on other matroids, such as graphic
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matroids [GX]. This modification does not seem to be use-
ful for linear matroids, but we state it here for completeness.
The idea is that because of the lemma, the dynamic routines
can be executed on matroids of rank less than n. To define
these matroids we first remove elements that cannot be in a
wap. More precisely let M denote the matching at the start
of the Augment step. The proof of the lemma shows that any
element e in a wap is not in sp(M (x(e) . .)). Thus we can
restrict attention to the elements
F=[e | e  sp(M (x(e) . .)) and either e # S or
e  sp(M (x(e ) . .)) and e, e is eligible].
Now define a matroid N as follows. For a set of elements A
with i=0 or 1 and x an integer, abbreviate the notation
(Ai)[x] to Ai, x . N is the direct sum of matroids Ni , i=0, 1.
Each Ni is itself the direct sum of matroids Ni, x , where x
ranges over all distinct dual values x(e) of elements e # M i ,
and
Ni, x=(M i _ Fi,x)(M i&Fi, x).
N uses the pairing relation of M.
Consider the following implementation of the Augment
step. It starts by constructing matroid N. It searches for
waps and augments the matching using the same three-step
procedure given above, working on matroid N. It ends by
using the final matching on M and discarding N.
Such an execution of the Augment step on N corresponds
to an execution on M. This follows from the lemma: Bx is a
base of Ni, x , and swaps with respect to the current base of
N correspond to swaps with respect to the current base of
M. Hence the modified Augment step is correct.
4. LINEAR MATROIDS
This section starts by reviewing relevant ideas from linear
algebra. Then it gives implementations of our intersection
algorithm on linear matroids, first weighted intersection
and then cardinality.
A representation of a linear matroid is an n_m matrix,
where each matrix column corresponds to a matroid
element [W]. Assume that the input to the algorithm is a
representation A of the matroid M.
In a (standard) representation with respect to base B, the
columns for the elements of B form a permutation matrix.
The element corresponding to the r th column of the identity
is called the r th basic element. Let B be a base. Let B denote
the columns of A corresponding to B, in some order. Then
B&1A is the representation with respect to B, where the r th
basic element corresponds to the r th column of B. From this
representation it is easy to compute fundamental cycles and
cocycles with respect to B; they are determined by the rows
and columns of the representation, respectively.
We are interested in efficiently computing fundamental
cycles and cocycles when the base is repeatedly changed by
swaps. Consider a swap that replaces e by f . Let A& be a
representation with respect to the base before the swap, in
which e is the r th basic element and f has column vector
with entries fi . If f becomes the r th basic element, the new
representation is ’A&. Here ’ is the n_n identity matrix
with r th column replaced by the values
’ir=(if i=r then 1fr else &fi fr), 1in.
Such a matrix ’ is called an eta matrix in linear pro-
gramming [Ch].
Suppose we start with a base having representation A&
and execute a sequence of s swaps. Let the corresponding
eta matrices be ’i , i=1, ..., s (’i is calculated immediately
before the i th swap). The new representation is
’s } } } ’1 A& .
The following lemma summarizes how to compute this
new representation efficiently. To achieve the given bounds
we store an eta matrix in n+1 words: the index r and the
values ’ir , 1in. We store a representation A in mn
words as a two-dimensional array. This allows each element
to be accessed in time O(1), given its indices.
Lemma 4.1. Consider a product A$=’s } } } ’1A, where
each ’i is an n_n eta matrix and A is an n_m matrix, nm.
(a) One column of A$ can be computed in time O(sn).
(b) One row of A$ can be computed in time O(sm).
(c) For sn, A$ can be computed in time O(mns|).
(d) For t indices i (each index in 1is) the t products
’i } } } ’1A can be computed in time O(mns|t1&|). This bound
holds even if the sequence of indices is given on-line in in-
creasing order; i.e., each product is computed before the next
higher index is known.
Proof. (a) To calculate one column, associate the mul-
tiplications to the right. This gives O(n) time to multiply one
eta matrix. The total time is O(sn) as desired.
(b) To calculate the r th row, let r denote the rth row of
’s } } } ’1 , so we seek rA. Compute r by associating the multi-
plications to the left. Hence r is found in time O(sn). Note
that r has at most s+1 nonzero entries, one in column r and
one in the column of each eta matrix. Hence entry column
of rA can be found in time O(s). The total time to compute
the row is O(sm), as desired.
(c) First compute the product E=’s } } } ’1 , and then
compute the desired product EA. We discuss the latter first.
Let C denote the indices of the columns corresponding to
the s eta matrices. As noted above we can write
E=I+S.1 (1)
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Here as usual I is the identity matrix and S is a matrix that
is zero except in the columns of C. This shows that the
desired product can be found in time O(mn) from the
product SA. Let S$ denote the n_s matrix consisting of the
columns for C in S; let A$ denote the s_m matrix consisting
of the rows for C in A. Clearly SA=S$A$. Since snm the
latter multiplication can be done by decomposing S$ into
WnsX s_s matrices, A$ into WmsX s_s matrices, and per-
forming O(mns2) multiplications of s_s matrices. This
gives the desired time.
It remains to compute the product E. Suppose we use
naive matrix multiplication, associating to the left. The time
is O(sn) for one multiplication, by (1). This gives O(s2n)
time total. This bound will often be within the desired time
bound. If not the time can be improved to O(ns1+|), less
than the desired bound. This is done using the following
divide-and-conquer scheme.
Consider first the product of two n_n matrices, each
having at most k nonzero columns (the columns can be dif-
ferent in the two matrices). The product can be found in
time O(nk1+|). This is because it amounts to multiplying
matrices of dimension n_k and k_k. The latter can be
done as WnkX multiplications of k_k matrices, giving the
desired bound.
To compute E, assume for convenience that s is a power
of two. The algorithm recursively computes E1 , the product
of the first s2 matrices, and E2 , the product of the remaining
matrices. Now we seek the desired product E=E1 E2 .
Applying (1) to each matrix Ei shows that computing the
product amounts multiplying two matrices of s2 nonzero
columns each. As already noted this is done in time
O(ns1+|). Hence the time for the entire computation is
given by the recurrence t(s)=2t(s2)+ns1+|. This implies
t(s)=O(ns1+|) as desired.
(d) We use the algorithm of part (c) to compute each
product. Let the j th product include sj more eta matrices
than the ( j&1)th, 1 jt. Hence tj=1 sj=s, and the total
time is proportional to tj=1 mns
|
j . Since |1 the sum is
maximized when each sj equals st. This gives the desired
bound. K
Now we present the algorithms for matroid intersection.
They all implement the algorithms of Sections 2 and 3.
Recall that to completely specify these algorithms we need
only give implementations of the dynamic routines and the
cyc routine; the time is given by Theorem 2.1.
We start with two algorithms for weighted intersection.
The first algorithm is not asymptotically fastest but has the
practical advantage of using only naive matrix multiplica-
tion.
The first algorithm implements the dynamic and cyc
routines by simply maintaining a representation with respect
to the current matching M . An update operation multiplies
the representation by the eta matrix corresponding to the
swap. A c or cyc operation scans a column, or row, of the
representation to find the desired cycle, or cocycle, respec-
tively. (A c operation scans the column or row in decreasing
topological number.)
To estimate the time for this algorithm recall Theorem 2.1.
The dynamic time td=O(mn2 log n). It is dominated by the
time for O(n log n) update operations, since the matrix multi-
plication for one swap uses time O(mn) (Lemma 4.1(a)). The
dynamic c operations use less time O(n1.5m), since each
Augment step scans the entire representation in time O(mn).
Similarly for the Hungarian search, tcyc=O(mn). (This
includes O(m) time to sort the elements of the matching by
topological number, as needed for the dynamic c opera-
tions.) This gives the following result.
Theorem 4.1. The weighted matroid intersection problem
on a linear matroid can be solved in time O(mn2 log n log(nN))
(using only naive matrix multiplication). K
The theorem generalizes Cunningham’s bound for car-
dinality matching on linear matroids, O(mn2 log n) [Cu].
In fact, the time bound of the theorem can be achieved by
a simpler version of the first algorithm. This algorithm does
not use topological numbers, but rather always augments
along a wap of minimal length (i.e., a wap without
shortcuts). This simplified algorithm is very much like
Cunningham’s cardinality algorithm. Further details are left
to the reader.
The second algorithm for maximum perfect matching
uses fast matrix multiplication. We present the algorithm in
terms of two integral parameters d and s to be specified later.
The second algorithm works as follows. It computes the
representation for the current base at various points, using
Lemma 4.1(d). These points are (i) after every Augment
step, (ii) when 2>d, after every augment, (iii) when 2d,
after every s swaps.
Because of (i), the cyc routine amounts to scanning the
appropriate row or column of the representation. A similar
remark holds for the dynamic c routine when 2>d, because
of (ii). When 2d the routine c(e) computes e ’s fundamen-
tal cycle or cocycle, by computing the appropriate column
or row of the current representation. It does this using
Lemma 4.1(a)(b) to compute the product of the last
representation matrix A and the eta matrices for the subse-
quent swaps (by (iii) there are at most s eta matrices).
Theorem 4.2. The weighted matroid intersection
problem on a linear matroid can be solved in time O(mn1.77
log(nN)). More precisely the time is O(mn1+(2(3&|))
log(1+|)(3&|) n log(nN)).
Proof. The time for computing the representations in
(i)(iii) is
O(mn1+| log| n(- n+(nd)+(n log n)s)1&|).
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This follows from Lemma 4.1(d) and these facts: There are
O(- n) Augment steps; O(nd) waps are found when 2>d;
there are O(n log n) swaps in total. The time to compute all
fundamental cycles and cocycles in c routines when 2d is
by Lemma 4.1(a)(b),
O(dsmn).
To balance these terms choose s=(n log2 n)1(3&|) and
d=slog n). This gives the desired bound. (Note that |<1
implies that 1(3&|)< 12 , so s=o(- n) and - n=o(nd).
Also note that for |=0.4 our choice makes s and d about
n0.38.)
It is usually nontrivial to compute the values s and d. In
this case observe that it suffices to use values s$ and d $,
where s8s$s and similarly for d $. Such a value s$ can be
found by computing log s to within three, which is easily
done; d $ is similar. K
We turn to cardinality matching. It is convenient to define
:=1(2&|).
(For |=0.4, :=0.625; in general, 12:1.) As in Section
3, + denotes the cardinality of a maximum matching. In
general + is unknown at the start of the algorithm. Let + be
a known upper bound on + (we can take + =n, but a better
bound may be available; this is illustrated in Corollary 5.2).
The algorithm has two phases which we now describe.
The first phase is when 2+ 1&:. The first phase com-
putes the representation for the current base after every
Augment step. Thus as in the previous algorithm, the cyc
routine amounts to scanning the appropriate row or
column of the representation.
Now consider the Augment step for the first phase. It is
based on Lemma 3.3, which allows it to partition the
elements into sets Ex on which only update operations for
swaps with dual value x are executed. Define 2 =max[2, 1]
and
s=(+ 22 wlog 2 x):.
(Note that s1 since the definition of first phase implies
that s+ (2:&1): and : 12 .) Associated with each dual value
x is a matrix Ax that has a row (column) for each element
of Ex & M (Ex&M ). The algorithm updates each Ax after
every s waps, using Lemma 4.1(c) on the last matrix Ax and
the subsequent eta matrices corresponding to swaps with
dual value x. Lemma 3.2 implies there are precisely s such
eta matrices. The routine c(e) computes the appropriate
column or row for e using Lemma 4.1(a)(b) on the last
matrix Ax(e) and the subsequent eta matrices for swaps with
dual value x(e). Again there are at most s of these.
The second phase is when 2>+ 1&:. It is based on
Corollary 3.1, which allows portions of the algorithm to be
declared periods, where only a subset of update operations
need be executed on each element. Define
r=2Wlog 2X+ 1&:.
(Note that r1 by the definition of the second phase.) The
second phase is divided into periods corresponding to the
intervals ir2<(i+1) r for integers i. At the start of each
period the algorithm computes the representation for the
current base. During a period the algorithm maintains only
a portion of the expansion of each element e  M with
respect to the current base M . Specifically it maintains the
coef- ficients in e ’s expansion for all elements f # M such
that |x(e)&x( f )|(i+1)r&2. To do this, after aug-
menting along any wap, the expansion of each e  M is
updated by multiplying by the eta matrices for swaps with
dual value in the above range. Lemma 3.2 implies there are
at most r such swaps. The cyc(e) and c(e) routines work by
scanning the appropriate column or row for e. Corollary 3.1
implies that the relevant matrix entries are correct.
Theorem 4.3. A maximum cardinality matching on a
linear matroid can be found in time O(mn1.62). More precisely
the time is O(mn+ 1(2&|) log +).
Proof. Correctness of the algorithm follows from the
discussion. Now we show the desired time bound, which
equals O(mn+ : log +). It is useful to note that
|:=2:&1.
For a later application involving matroid duality
(Corollary 5.2(c)) it is useful to observe that the time is
dominated by the dynamic and cyc routines and that our
timing analysis depends on only two facts about the time for
linear algebra operations, both consequences of Lemma 4.1:
Lemma 4.1(a)(b), summarized by saying that the time to
compute every row (column) of a representation once during
a sequence s swaps is O(smn); and Lemma 4.1(c). Note that
Lemma 4.1(d) is implied by Lemma 4.1(c).
We analyze the two phases separately. Consider the first
phase and start with the computation of matrices Ax . Fix a
value of s; let 2 be the smallest value corresponding to s. The
total time for computing all matrices Ax for this value s is
O(mn+ :2 |:). (2)
To show this, note that by Lemma 4.1(c) an Ax matrix
with nx rows and mx columns is updated once in time
O(mxnx s|). (Lemma 3.2 ensures that nxs.) Summing
over all x gives time O(mns|) to update all Ax matrices
once. There are at most _+2 waps for the chosen value
of s (Lemma 3.1). Hence there are at most + (2 s) updates to
the Ax matrices. This implies that the time for all updates is
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O(mn+ (2 s1&|)). (Note + 2 s since s+ :.) By definition,
2 s1&|=+ 1&:2 |:. This gives (2).
The quantities (2) (for distinct values of s) form a
geometric progression with ratio ( 12)
|:<1. Hence the sum is
dominated by the first term, when 2 =1. Thus the total con-
tribution of (2) for the entire phase is O(mn+ :), less than the
desired bound.
Next consider the c(e) routine. Again fix a value of s and
let 2 be the first value corresponding to s. The total time for
all operations c(e) for this value s is (2). To show this
note that there are at most 22 Augment steps for s. Each
Augment step can execute c(e) for each element e. Hence
Lemma 4.1(a)(b) gives total time O(smn2 ). (Recall there
are at most s eta matrices for each c(e). These estimates are
valid since s1.) This expression simplifies to (2). Hence
the time is again O(mn+ :).
Finally consider the time to compute the representation
after every Augment step. There are O(+ 1&:) Augment steps
in the first phase and hence that many representations. We
now show that the second phase computes more representa-
tions, whence the time is dominated by the second phase.
Consider the second phase. Start with the time to com-
pute representations. Fix a value of r; let 2 be the first value
corresponding to r. The number of representations com-
puted for this value r is at most + 1&:. This follows since
there are at most 2r=+ 1&: periods for r. We conclude that
the second phase computes O(+ 1&: log +) representations.
(Note that this is more than the number in the first phase.)
Now Lemma 4.1(d) shows that the total time to compute
representations is O(mn+|+ (1&:)(1&|) log +)=O(mn+ :
log +), which is the desired bound.
Next consider maintaining the coefficients in expansions
during a period. Again fix a value of r and let 2 be the first
value corresponding to r. The total time to maintain expan-
sions for this value r is O(mn+ :). To show this note that
there are at most +2 waps for r. The time to update expan-
sions after a wap is O(rmn) by Lemma 4.1(a)(b). (This
estimate is valid since r1.) Hence the total time for r is
O(rmn+2)=O(mn+ :), as desired. Thus the total time for
all distinct values of r is O(mn1+: log +), the desired bound.
Finally note that as in Theorem 4.2, it is usually non-
trivial to compute + 1&:, s, and r. As in that theorem it is
easy to compute values that are c times the desired value, for
c varying between 12 and 1. Using these values in the algo-
rithm gives the same asymptotic time bound. (For instance,
in the geometric progressions for the first phase, each term
for the actual time is at most a constant times the exact
value.) K
5. GENERALIZED INTERSECTION PROBLEMS AND
APPLICATIONS
This section extends previous algorithms to more general
matroid intersection problems, including the independent
assignment and linking problems. It concludes by applying
our algorithms to a class of problems arising in control
theory and numerical computation.
We begin with an observation about matroid duality that
can make our algorithm more efficient. In an intersection
problem (weighted or cardinality) denote one of the
matroids Mi as N, and let N* be its matroid dual. If desired
the algorithm can work on N* rather than N. In proof, let
B be a base of N and B* its complementary base of N*.
Any element e has C(e, B, N)=C(e, B*, N*). Hence the
dynamic routines on N can be implemented by the dynamic
routines on N*. Specifically the algorithm maintains B*, the
complement of the base of N; an update operation on N is
executed as the same operation on N*; the dynamic cycle
(cocycle) problem on N is the dynamic cocycle (cycle)
problem on N*. The cyc routine can be similarly imple-
mented on N*.
To illustrate, suppose a matroid intersection problem has
M0 given in a standard representation as an n_m matrix.
The dual M0* is represented by an easily calculated
(m&n)_m matrix [W]. If m&n<n it is more efficient to
implement the algorithms of Section 4 on M0* rather than
M0 . This principle is used in Corollary 5.2(c) below.
Now consider the independent matching problem. It
generalizes matroid intersection by allowing the pairing
function to be given by a bipartite graph. More precisely,
consider a bipartite graph G with vertex sets Ei , i=0, 1, and
edges E. Matroids Mi are defined on Ei , and matroid M is
the direct sum M0+M1 . An (independent) matching is a
matching on G whose endpoints are independent in M.
A maximum cardinality (independent) matching has as many
edges as possible. If there is a weight function w: E  R then
maximum perfect matching, maximum weight maximum car-
dinality matching, and maximum weight matching are defined
as for matroid intersection. The independent assignment
problem refers to any of these variants of weighted matching.
Other definitions follow by analogy with matroid inter-
section. To state resource bounds, let M have rank r and n
elements; let |E|=m. Assume that all weights are integers of
magnitude at most N.
We use a straightforward reduction of independent
matching on M to intersection on a matroid N. Construct
N as follows. Replace each edge vw # E by a pair v$, w$,
where v$ and w$ are parallel copies of v and w, respectively.
Thus N is the same as M except it has parallel copies of
elements. For a vertex v of M, let Ev denote the set of all
elements of N that are parallel copies of v. We use obvious
notation for N derived from notation for M, e.g.,
N=N0+N1 . Clearly a set of edges is a matching on M if
and only if the corresponding set of pairs is a matching on
N. Thus an independent matching problem can be solved by
the algorithm for the corresponding intersection problem.
This holds for all variants of the problems considered in this
paper, both weighted and unweighted.
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We solve the intersection problem on N using the algo-
rithms of Sections 23. Note that each matroid Ni has m
elements. We modify the intersection algorithm so the time
for each iteration of match is as if the matroids had only n
elements, plus O(m) overhead.
There are three main changes in match. First, it uses the
extended definition of topological numbering given in
Section 2: An ineligible pair need not satisfy property (ii) of
the definition of topological numbering.
For the second change it is convenient to extend the
algorithm’s dual function and topological numbering to the
vertices v of M. Let +i denote max if i=0 and min if i=1.
Define x(v)=max[x(e) | e # Ev], and for v # Ei , t(v)=
+i [t(e) | e # Ev and x(e)=x(v)].
Immediately before each Augment step and Search step,
the algorithm ‘‘normalizes’’ values as follows.
Normalize step. For each vertex v and each e # Ev set
x(e)  x(v) and t(e)  t(v).
This normalization takes O(m) time, which is within the
desired bound. Now observe that normalization does not
destroy any relations needed by the algorithm: It does not
change the values of a matched element. It gives one-feasible
duals and a valid topological numbering (for the latter, note
that property (ii) of topological numbering need only hold
for eligible pairs). It may change a pair from eligible to
ineligible. However, it does not destroy any wap found by a
Hungarian search, since no dual of an element in a valid
swap is changed. It does not create a wap after an Augment
step, since it does not change a singleton’s dual (recall
Lemma 2.7).
By normalization, the Augment and Search steps can
assume that every copy of an element has the same values.
This allows these steps to be implemented efficiently. This is
the third and final change, which we now describe.
Consider the Augment step. Suppose we are given
implementations of the dynamic operations on M. We
adapt them to N as follows: The update routines are
unchanged. Consider a dynamic operation c(e), where e is a
copy of v in Ni . If i=1 (dynamic cycle), c(e) executes c(v)
unless another copy of v has done so; in the latter case c(e)
returns <. If i=0 (dynamic cocycle), c(e) executes c(v) in
the following sense. Suppose repeated calls to c(v) would
output the sequence of elements f1 , ..., fk . Then c(e) outputs
the sequence of unmatched elements in Ew , for w=v,
f1 , ..., fk (elements within a set Ew can be output in arbitrary
order).
To see the dynamic c operations are correct, first consider
N1 . Suppose a number of operations c(e) are done, but not
all elements of C(e, M ) are output (here M is the current
matching); then later on c( f ) is done, where e, f # Ev . We
must check it is correct for c( f ) to return <. Clearly e was
in a wap. When c( f ) is executed, C( f , M )=[e, f ] and
x(e)>x( f ). Hence < is the correct output.
Next consider N0 . Normalization implies that the
sequence of copy elements output in c operations is correct.
We must verify another detail: Suppose operations c(e) are
done, and some but not all copies of an element v # C(e, M )
are output. We must check it is correct for no subsequent c
operation to output a copy of v. The copy g # Ev output last
was in a wap. Hence any f # Ev has C( f , M )=[ g, f ]. Thus
such elements f can be ignored in subsequent c operations,
as desired.
The time for an Augment step is as desired: If td is the time
to execute the dynamic operations corresponding to all
Augment steps of one scale on M, the total time used by the
algorithm on N is O(td+m).
Next consider the Hungarian search. By normalization,
an element e # Ev can be added to the search forest F
precisely when all elements of Ev can be added. Furthermore
the routine cyc(e) need only be executed for one copy of a
given element v (the first copy added to F). Thus it is easy
to see that a Hungarian search can be implemented in time
O(m) plus the time for the corresponding search on M.
We now summarize the results. The following theorem
uses the notation of Theorem 2.1. In the corollary + denotes
the cardinality of a maximum matching.
Theorem 5.1. The independent assignment problem can
be solved in time O((- r (m+th)+td) log(rN)).
Corollary 5.1. (a) The linear independent assign-
ment problem can be solved in time O((nr1.77+- r m)
log(rN)), or alternatively time O((nr2 log r+- r m)
log(rN)) using only naive matrix multiplication.
(b) The linear cardinality independent matching problem
can be solved in time O(nr1.62+- + m) using fast matrix
multiplication.
The algorithm generalizes to matroid versions of various
network flow problems. We describe a representative
problem, linking; other problems are similar. Given is a
directed graph G=(V, E). The vertices are partitioned into
sets Vi , i=0, 1, 2. For i=0, 1, matroids Mi are defined on
ground sets Vi . No edge goes from V1 to V0 . A Menger
linking is a set L of vertex-disjoint simple paths from V0 to
V1 . A linking is defined similarly, except that the paths are
edge-disjoint and may intersect in vertices of V2 . The
endpoints of a linking are the vertices of Vi , i=0, 1, on
paths. Linking L is independent if its endpoints are inde-
pendent in Mi , i=0, 1. A linking has maximum cardinality
if it has as many paths as possible; it is perfect it its
endpoints are a base of Mi , i=0, 1. If each edge e has a cost
c(e), the cost of a linking is the total cost of all its edges. A
minimum perfect linking is a perfect linking with minimum
possible cost. Other terminology follows by analogy with
matching. The weighted independent linking problem is to
find a minimum perfect linking, minimum cost maximum
cardinality linking, or minimum cost linking.
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Let the total rank of the two matroids Mi be r, and let
|V|=n, |E|=m. Assume all costs are integers at most N in
magnitude. Furthermore assume that G has no negative
cycles.
An independent linking problem on G reduces to an inde-
pendent matching problem on a bipartite graph B as
follows. For a vertex v, let d(v) be its total degree in G.
Modify graph G to G$: For each v # V2 , add d(v) loops, i.e.,
edges vv, of cost zero. Let E0(v) be the set of edges directed
from v in G$ and E1(v) the set of edges directed to v in G$
(each loop is in both these sets). For each v # V2 define
uniform matroids Mvi , i=0, 1, to have elements Ei (v) and
rank d(v). Define a bipartite graph B: Its vertex set is the dis-
joint union of the ground sets of all matroids Mvi , M0 , and
M1 . Its edges are formed by joining the two copies of every
edge of G$. Edges in B have the same cost as in G$. Define the
matroid (M0+ Mv0)+(M1+ Mv1) on the vertices
of B.
A perfect independent linking on G corresponds to a per-
fect independent matching on B. Thus a minimum perfect
linking can be found using this reduction. (This depends on
the fact that there are no negative cycles). Similarly a mini-
mum weight maximum cardinality linking and a minimum
weight linking can be found. (For these problems, use the
reduction at the start of Section 2 to transform a matching
problem into perfect matching. However, instead of creating
a copy of every element of the matroid, only create copies of
the elements of Mi , i=0, 1.)
A maximum cardinality linking can also be found using
this reduction, as follows. A matching on B corresponds to
a linking on G if it contains a base of every matroid Mvi . To
find such a matching, of maximum cardinality, execute
match on B, initializing the matching M to contain all edges
corresponding to loops vv. Since sp(M) is increasing in
match, the final matching has the desired property, since the
initial matching does.
To compute the time for linking, first observe that the
dynamic operations are trivial for a uniform matroid U:
Let x* denote the smallest dual value of an element of the
base of U. In a valid swap both elements have dual value
x*. The only data structure needed for dynamic cocycle
operations is a list of elements not in the base, having
dual x*, that have not been output, ordered on topologi-
cal number; for dynamic cycle a similar list of elements
in the base is used. A dynamic update operation uses
time O(1).
This shows that in one Augment step, the time for all
dynamic c operations on uniform matroids Mvi is O(m).
Similarly in one Hungarian search the time for all cyc opera-
tions on these matroids is O(m). Thus Theorem 2.1 shows
that the time to solve a weighted independent linking
problem is
O((- m (m+th)+td) log(mN)).
Here td and th are the time for dynamic operations and
Hungarian search, respectively, in matroids Mi , i=0, 1
(these quantities are described more completely in
Theorem 2.1). The cardinality independent linking problem
can be solved in time
O(- m (m+th)+td).
Here td and th are as described in Theorem 3.1. The
weighted and cardinality independent Menger linking
problems have the similar bounds, O((- n (m+th)+
td) log(nN)) and O(- n (m+th)+td), respectively.
We illustrate these results by considering a matroid parti-
tion problem. Recall that if Mi , i=0, 1 are matroids on the
same ground set, their sum M0 6 M1 is a matroid whose
independent sets I are those that can be written I=I0 _ I1
with Ii independent in Mi . The matroid partition problem is
to find a base of M0 6 M1 .
Next consider a linear matroid T represented by a matrix
whose nonzero entries are distinct variables (equivalently,
the nonzero entries are distinct and algebraically inde-
pendent); columns of T are interpreted as vectors over the
field of rational numbers extended by these variables. It is
well known that such a matroid is a transversal matroid
[W]. Specifically, suppose T is represented by a matrix A
with row set R, column set C, and all nonzero entries
algebraically independent. Form the bipartite graph B(T)
having vertex sets R and C and edges [rc | arc{0]. A set of
columns is independent in T if the corresponding vertices
can be covered by a matching in B(T).
Define the mixed linear partition problem to be a matroid
partition problem where Mi , i=0, 1, are linear matroids,
with M0 represented as a matrix of integers and M1 as a
transversal matroid represented like T above.
It is most convenient and efficient to solve such a problem
by incorporating the transversal matroid into the graph of
a matching or linking problem. In this instance we reduce
the mixed linear partition to a matching problem as follows.
Let the two matroids Mi have the same column set E; let M1
have row set R. Form a bipartite graph G with vertex sets
V0=E, V1=E _ R (strictly speaking sets Vi contain two
distinct copies of E). G has edges [ee | e # E] _ B(M1).
Define the free matroid on ground set V0 , the free matroid
F on R, and the matroid M0+F on V1 .
It is easy to see that independent sets of M0 6 M1 and
independent matchings on G correspond with each other.
Hence the mixed linear partition problem can be solved
using the algorithm for linear cardinality independent
matching (and the above routines for uniform matroids). To
compute the time assume each matroid Mi has at most m
columns and n rows. A maximum cardinality matching on
G has at most 2n elements, and G has at most m(n+1)
edges. Thus Corollary 5.1(b) shows that the time is
O(mn1.62).
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The mixed linear partition problem and related problems
have applications in control theory and numerical calcula-
tion. We state our results and briefly discuss the problems
below; further details are in the references cited.
Corollary 5.2. (a) The rank of an m_n mixed
matrix (mn) [MIN] can be found in time O(mn1.62).
(b) The combinatorial canonical form of an m_n layered
mixed matrix (mn) [MIN] can be found in time
O(mn1.62).
(c) The structural controllability of a descriptor system
with m input variables and n internal variables [M87b] can
be tested in time O((m+n)n1.62).
(d) The dynamic degree of a descriptor system with n
internal variables [M87a] can be found in time O(n2.77), or
alternatively O(n3 log2 n), using only naive matrix multiplica-
tion.
Proof. (a) In a mixed matrix each entry is an integer
or a variable that occurs only once. The rank problem
reduces to a mixed linear partition problem. The problem
can be used, e.g., to test the unique solvability of an electri-
cal network [MIN]. It is also investigated in [SVY].
(b) This canonical form generalizes LU-decomposition
and DulmageMendelsohn decomposition. It can be used
to efficiently solve a system of linear equations with varying
coefficients. [MIN] reduces the canonical form problem to
calculations that are dominated by a linear cardinality inde-
pendent matching problem. Inspection shows that the latter
is a mixed linear partition problem.
(c) [M87b] reduces the controllability problem to
calculations that are dominated by two mixed linear parti-
tion problems and a cardinality independent Menger linking
problem. Inspection shows that the latter is a cardinality
independent matching problem on a graph with structure
similar to the above G. The main difference is that the
matroid on V0 has rank n, while the matroid on V1 has
m+2n elements and rank m+n, being the dual of a matroid
of m+2n elements and rank n. To solve this matching
problem we use our cardinality algorithm with upper bound
+ =n on the size of a matching; we implement the dynamic
routines on V1 using dynamic routines for the dual.
Theorem 4.3 shows that in this case the first term in the
estimate of Corollary 5.1(b) is O((m+n)n1.62), as desired.
(d) The dynamic degree gives the number of degrees of
freedom of the system. [M87a] reduces the dynamic degree
problem to a maximum weight maximum cardinality inde-
pendent Menger linking problem. Inspection shows this
problem amounts to weighted independent matching on a
graph similar to G. Also the weights are integers in the range
[0. .n+1] (this follows from [M87a, p. 145, (18.13)]; note
the range is independent of m). The dynamic degree
generalizes the order of complexity of an electrical network.
The latter is also found by a weighted independent matching
problem, but on a graphic matroid [I]. K
Previous bounds for these problems are time
O(mn2 log n) for (a), using an extension of [Cu], and
similar expressions for (b) and (c); time O(n4) for (d), using
[F]. Most of our improvements are at present only
theoretic, since they use matrix multiplication routines that
have very large hidden constants [CW]. However, we
believe that the O(n3 log2 n) time algorithm of part (d)
would be simple and practical to implement, based on
experience with related scaling algorithms [GaT87].
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